2 Figure S1 . (top) Pw aves used in the back-projection, aligned and normalized with am ultichannel cross-correlation algorithm (VanDecar and Crosson, 1990) . The corresponding station locationsa re indicated on the map by white dots, while thei nset shows the array response function (in decibels) for af requency of 0.5H z. Ideally, this would be ad elta function.F urther details of the back-projection method and application to other data sets for thisevent can be found Figure S3 shown as af unction of directivity parameter, Gamma =cos(φ sta -φ rup )/c, where φ sta is the station azimuth, φ rup is an assumed unilateral rupture azimuth, and c is ar eference phasev elocity (c is chosen as 4.0k m/s, the phase velocity for8 0s period Rayleigh waves for model PREM). The optimal rupture azimuthi sf ound to be 355°. The total duration estimate must be corrected for aG aussian filtera pplied in the deconvolutions, which reduces the estimate by~60 s. Assuming a1 0% riset imef or the particle dislocation, al ower bound on the rupture velocity of~1.7k m/si sf ound, if the rupture is assumed to be unilateral.
Tighter constraintso nt he rupture velocity are provided by inverting the STF shapes as shown below. (78) BBSR (7) P (68) PAB (46) P (98) SACV (52) P (69) ASCN (77) P (60) 01 00 200
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Time (s) KONO (34) R1 (117) CLF (43) R1 (107) SACV (52) R1 (69) ANTO (62) R1 (123) FURI (95) R1 (112) 01 00 200
Time (s) ABPO (123) R1 (101) PAF (157) R1 (89) CASY (181) R1 (78) SNZO (225) R1 (81) MSVF (244) R1 (94) 01 00 200
Time (s) INU(278) R1 (156) POHA (290) R1 (96) ADK (313) R1 (125) PFO ( Figure   S8 for arange of rupture velocities. The best formal fit occurs for arupture velocity of 2.25 km/s, but that is marginally better than for 2.0km/s. Careful study of the misfit at CASY and SNZO R1
STFs, whichshow strong directivity effects, indicates that rupture speeds of 2.00 or 2.25 km/sfit those signals observablybetter. Consideringthe uncertainty in the data, the Green's functions, and the model parameterization leads us to favor a rupture velocity in the range of 2.00 to 2.5 km/s. give comparable fits with fewer degrees of freedom.
